
▪ Reduces The Appearance Of Cellulite 
▪ Increases Healthy Lymphatic Circulation
▪ Tones The Skin

Bringing Beauty and Love by Technology
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What is RenaShape?
It reduces cellulite by targeting the root cause, improving lymphatic drainage 
and circulation, breaking down fibrous septae, relieving pain and inflammation, 
and toning the muscles. It is the only device in the world that uses an 
innovative COMPRESSIVE MICROVIBRATION technology to feel the body and 
produce a customized treatment to tone, t ighten and smooth out 
imperfections. 

The  
RenaShape's  
System  
Highlights
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NON-INVASIVE

It is a globally recognized 
treatment for the body and 
face. It's a non-invasive 
treatment that delivers 5 
synergistic actions; cellulite 
reduction, enhanced 
lymphatic drainage, 
stimulation of blood flow, 
reduced aches and pains, 
and increased muscle tone.

EFFECTIVE

In a competitive cosmetic industry, 
RenaShape is a 100% non-invasive 
method with no downtime and uses 
the latest technology to make 
treatments enjoyable and effective.

PROVEN

In clinical observations of 656 
patients, RenaShape improved 
cellulite by 39% and had a 97.8% 
customer satisfaction rating.



Synergetic  
Technologies.  
Superior Results.

By cleverly combining both microvibration and microcompression technology, 
RenaShape triggers the break down of fibrous septae and accelerates lymphatic 
drainage. The handpiece uses 55 rotating spheres, which produce a pulsed 
rhythmic action on the tissues which contours problem areas such as the legs, 
arms, and stomach. The harmonious balance between pressure and frequency 
introduces a precise micro-vibration on the epidermis deep into the muscle.

Improve cellulite
Reshapes the silhouette, 
smoothes the skin

Draining action  
Eliminates toxins and 
accelerates lymphatic drainage

Vascular action  
Activates blood flow and 
nourishes tissues

Analgesic action  
Improves oxygenation and 
decreases minor aches

Muscle action 
Improve muscle tone and firm 
tissues



- The Gold Roller Head is selected for the area with thicker fat layer

- Platinum Roller Head target moderately obese areas

- Silicone Roller Head-L and Pinion Platinum Roller Head are selected for mild 

obesity and sensitive skin areas.

The RenaShape's
KEY FEATURES

Sort from darkest to lightest about the treatment head's depth

Rena-B(Body)
treats the legs, buttocks, 
abdomen, arms, ankles, and 
back.

Gold Roller 
Head

Pinion Platinum 
Roller Head 

Platinum Roller 
Head 

 Silicone Roller 
Head-L



The RenaShape's
KEY FEATURES

Rena-A(ALL)
treats the whole body: legs, 
buttocks, abdomen, arms, 
ankles, back, and face.

Diamond Triangle 
Roller Head-S

Diamond Triangle 
Roller Head-L

Disc Silicone 
Roller Head

 Silicone Roller 
Head-S



Platform
Benefits * TREATMENT INFORMATION ON HANDLE DISPLAY

* EASY SANITATION OF DEVICE

* INDICATOR FOR DIRECTION OF LYMPHATIC FLOW

* HAND PIECE WITH PRESSURE SENSOR

* JOY STICK TO INDICATE ACTIVATION, FLOW DIRECTION, AND FREQUENCY

* SILICON SPHERES WITH SPECIFIC DENSITY AND DIMENSION


